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A work of outstanding artistry

eve

Drowning inspiration from rainbow, a 
beautiful meteorological phenomenon, Eve 
does not exist for one particular purpose.

The design excludes pure �exibility, allowing 
itself to �t into any kind of environment 
depending on the particular user’s requirement.

White Grey Black Peach Red Blue Green

The outlook is complimented with the different coloured �ne stitching that spans a continuous spectrum of colours.



1. 4D Adjustable Armrest          2. Seat Slider          3. Mechanism 

a b

Inner Seat

PU moulded foam is 
attached to the 
bottom polypropylene 
cover without the 
usage of metal plate 
bracket with nuts.

a Under Seat

Bottom 
polypropylene cover 
which made of
recycled material is 
secured to the seat.

b

The carefully crafted seating 
contour enables seamless 
blending of one’s physical 
structure with the chair, ensuring 
immediate ergonomic bonding 
between the user and the chair.
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- AB16 aluminium base
- A77 �xed armrest
- MH024S self-weight adjustment 

synchronized mechanism with 
seat slide (multi-locking)

EV6410L-16A77
Presidential high back

- AB16 aluminium base
- A77 �xed armrest
- MH024S self-weight adjustment 

synchronized mechanism with 
seat slide (multi-locking)

EV6411L-16A77
Presidential medium back

- AB16 aluminium base
- D98 4D aluminium adjustable armrest
- MH024S self-weight adjustment 

synchronized mechanism with seat 
slide (multi-locking)

LEATHER  S E R I E S

EV6412L-16A77
Executive low back

EV6413L-92CA77
Visitor / Conference chair with arm

- 92C chrome cantilever base
- A77 �xed armrest

- AB16 aluminium base
- A77 �xed armrest
- MH024S self-weight adjustment 

synchronized mechanism with 
seat slide (multi-locking)

EV6412L-16D98
Executive low back

- AB16 aluminium base
- D98 4D aluminium adjustable armrest
- MH024S self-weight adjustment 

synchronized mechanism with seat 
slide (multi-locking)

EV6413L-92C
Visitor / Conference chair without arm

- 92C chrome cantilever base

EV6410L-16D98
Presidential high back
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- AB16 aluminium base
- D98 4D aluminium adjustable armrest
- MH024S self-weight adjustment 

synchronized mechanism with seat 
slide (multi-locking)

EV6411L-16D98
Presidential medium back
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FABR I C  S E R I E S

- AB16 aluminium base
- A77 �xed armrest
- MH024S self-weight adjustment 

synchronized mechanism with 
seat slide (multi-locking)

EV6410F-16A77
Presidential high back

- AB16 aluminium base
- A77 �xed armrest
- MH024S self-weight adjustment 

synchronized mechanism with 
seat slide (multi-locking)

EV6411F-16A77
Presidential medium back

- AB16 aluminium base
- D98 4D aluminium adjustable armrest
- MH024S self-weight adjustment 

synchronized mechanism with seat 
slide (multi-locking)

EV6412F-16A77
Executive low back

EV6413F-92EA77
Visitor / Conference chair with arm

- 92E epoxy cantilever base
- A77 �xed armrest

- AB16 aluminium base
- A77 �xed armrest
- MH024S self-weight adjustment 

synchronized mechanism with 
seat slide (multi-locking)

EV6412F-16D98
Executive low back

- AB16 aluminium base
- D98 4D aluminium adjustable armrest
- MH024S self-weight adjustment 

synchronized mechanism with seat 
slide (multi-locking)

EV6413F-92E
Visitor / Conference chair without arm

- 92E epoxy cantilever base

EV6410F-16D98
Presidential high back

- AB16 aluminium base
- D98 4D aluminium adjustable armrest
- MH024S self-weight adjustment 

synchronized mechanism with seat 
slide (multi-locking)

EV6411F-16D98
Presidential medium back
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O P T I O N A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O N

Fine Stitches
The outlook is complimented with the different coloured �ne 
stitching that spans a continuous spectrum of colours. (Pic 1)

Fixed Armrest
Upholstered armrest in selected material �nishing. (Pic 2)

4D Adjustable Armrest with Polyurethane Armpad
Telescope in and out, move forward and back, pivot, and adjust 
up and down which provides natural position that comfortably 
supports the wrists, forearms, shoulders and neck. (Pic 3, 4)

5 Pronged Base
5 pronged base in die-cast polished aluminium �nish, generates 
by highly sophisticated ambience to provide strong stability.
(Pic 5)

Nylon Castors
60mm nylon dual-wheel castors are designed for smooth gliding 
and also reduce �oor scratches. (Pic 6)

Adjustable Seat Depth / Slider Mechanism
Using a simple lever under the seat, user can easily adjust the 
depth of the seating to accommodate his sitting preference and 
comfort. (Pic 7)

Self-Weight Tilting Mechanism
Self-weight adjustment synchronized mechanism with 3 tensions 
level adjustable knob and multi-locking system designed to adapt 
your body weight automatically. (Pic 8)

Height Adjustable Pneumatic Cylinder
Imported heavy duty pneumatic cylinder designed with safety 
and durability features, allows for height adjustment of the chair 
to suit each users physique. (Pic 9)

Polyurethane Moulded Foam
High density polyurethane moulded foam come with �re 
retardant feature, gives the seat �exibility to conform user 
seating posture, provides great support and best comfort even 
for long seating hours. The black �nish seat cover below is 
designed for greater protection to the foam, quality upholstery 
and user safety. (Pic 10)
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